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The Library DeveLopmenT review
What defines a library? In the 18th and 19th centuries, libraries were personal collections of 
books for the elite. Volumes on philosophy, law, natural history, science, religion, and history 
lined the bookshelves of those who could afford books and—what’s more important—those 
who could actually read them. During the past century, library privileges became an Ameri-
can right. A number of philanthropists from Andrew Carnegie to Bill Gates contributed to 
the changing nature of libraries, both physical and virtual. Our perceptions of libraries have 
changed constantly during the 20th century as collections became more centralized, stan-
dardized, and accessible. 
At the beginning of the 21st century there is another wave of change for libraries. Accessing 
library materials from a personal computer is expected. This trend has increased the demand 
for online access to more kinds of library resources, and this demand will continue to shape 
and reshape libraries throughout the 21st century.
At the University of Tennessee, our libraries have a long and storied past. This year’s Library 
Development Review focuses on the history, present, and future of the University Libraries. 
We are on the verge of a number of important milestones: the University Libraries’ 100th anni-
versary as a federal government depository (2007), the 95th anniversary of the opening of the 
Carnegie Library (2006), the 75th anniversary of the opening of the James D. Hoskins Library 
(2006), the 40th anniversary of the Estes Kefauver Library Wing and collection (2006), the 20th 
anniversary of the remodeled John C. Hodges Library (2007), and the 15th anniversary of the 
“Love Your Libraries 5K Run and Fun Walk” (2007). The articles in this issue recount the rich 
past of the University Libraries, review new services and exciting recent events, and point 
toward the future of the University Libraries. 
So what do I think defines a library? At the University of Tennessee Libraries, the people define 
and redefine our library. Without our users, donors, and dedicated staff there would be no 
books, databases, Web sites, or buildings to explore. I hope you will enjoy reading about our 
journey to the 21st century and take an active role in helping us plan for the next 100 years. 
Barbara I. Dewey 
Dean of Libraries
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2In 1989 the University of Tennessee Libraries launched the Tennessee 
 IMPERATIVE Campaign. The goal of this first campaign devoted solely to the 
University Libraries was to build endowments for future acquisitions and spe-
cial purchases. During the campaign, the University Libraries discovered its 
most generous benefactor, Lindsay Young. During the next two decades, Lind-
say Young bestowed a number of unequaled gifts to the University Libraries. 
The endowment that bears his name supports a variety of acquisitions in the 
humanities—areas of study that were important to him. He once said, “I think 
that being exposed to the humanities and to all sorts of literature and publica-
tions will enhance our quality of life.” The loss of Lindsay Young on February 10, 2006, was an occasion for the University Libraries 
to pause and remember the value of giving, learning, and friendship.
Born on January 13, 1913, Lindsay Young and his twin brother Robert attended Knoxville High School, from which they graduated in 
1930. The brothers then enrolled at the University of Tennessee, where Lindsay focused on law and earned a Bachelor of Laws degree in 
1935. He applied his legal knowledge to the coal industry, later creating and running his own firm. 
His love of the outdoors kept Young connected to the people and byways of the Great Smoky Mountains region. A community leader, 
Young served on numerous boards and committees, and founded several nonprofit foundations, and although he donated to a num-
ber of organizations and causes, Young  concentrated much of his philanthropy on the University of Tennessee. His diverse gifts to the 
university supported Alzheimer’s research at the UT Medical Center, professorships in a number of colleges, the Phi Gamma Delta fra-
ternity, and the Volunteer Athletic Scholarship Fund, to name just a few. In 2002 the University of Tennessee recognized his generosity 
with the “Volunteer of the Year” award.
Lindsay Young also had a great love for books and the University Libraries. In 1989 he pledged $1 million for the Tennessee IMPER-
ATIVE Campaign. That gift established the Lindsay Young Endowment for the Humanities. Along with later gifts, the Lindsay 
Young Endowment allowed the University Libraries to purchase important collections in the humanities. Each year a committee 
considers nominations for possible Lindsay Young Endowment purchases. Some of the endowment’s selec-
tion highlights of the past 27 years include such manuscript collections as the James Agee Papers and the 
Welsh Colony Land Settlement in Tennessee Papers; such microfilm collections as Antebellum Southern 
Plantation Records, Susan B. Anthony Scrapbooks, and British Playbills, 1736–1900; and such unique items 
as Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of Tennessee, Japanese ukiyoe prints, and films on a variety of subjects. 
These and dozens of other resources purchased through the Lindsay Young Endowment have enriched 
the quality of scholarship, teaching, and learning at the University of Tennessee.
The University Libraries celebrates the life and philanthropy of Lindsay Young through acquisitions of 
important humanities collections. This ongoing celebration is a fitting tribute to a man who valued aca-
demics and the quest for knowledge. Lindsay Young was an unmatched benefactor who will be sorely 
missed and often remembered. 
Above: Lindsay Young in his Knoxville law office.
Below, right: Lindsay Young as a freshman at the 
University of Tennessee, 1930.
An Unmatched 
Benefactor
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“A Place of Security” and Learning: 
Foundations of the Libraries at the 
University of Tennessee, 1794–1960
By	Aaron	D.	Purcell
The University of Tennessee and its libraries began in 1794 with the establishment in Knoxville 
of Blount College. The school had a small collection of books for its students to read, study, and 
memorize, courtesy of Presbyterian minister Samuel Carrick, the school’s first president and 
sole instructor. Carrick allowed students access to his personal library, which probably com-
prised spelling, grammar, geography, and literature textbooks, as well as volumes on philoso-
phy, religion, law, astronomy, and natural history. The only remaining book from his collection 
is an 1806 printing of The Rudiments of the Latin Tongue, with the number 421 inscribed on 
the flyleaf, which helps us estimate the institution’s first library at around 500 volumes.
For 13 years Carrick taught a few dozen students in his “college,” which—like its contemporaries—
was little more than a finishing school for offspring of the local gentry. In 1808 the college’s trust-
ees successfully petitioned the state legislature to change the school’s name to “East Tennessee 
College.” Just a year later, however, Samuel Carrick died, and the college closed its doors.
In 1820, the college’s surviving trustees revived the school by merging it with nearby Hampden-
Sydney Academy. At their first meeting in October 1820, the consolidated board addressed the 
library and its holdings. The school’s president, Yale graduate Reverend David Sherman, was 
also a founding member of the fee-based Knoxville Library Company (started in 1817), as well as 
its first librarian. Sherman successfully arranged access to the company’s holdings for the stu-
dents and faculty of his school, and he allowed students to use his own prized collection. Out 
of his own pocket, Sherman spent $14.50 to rebind the “Books of the College Library,” for which 
the trustees later reimbursed him. But his championship of the institution’s library was short; ill 
health forced him to resign in 1825. 
As part of a new effort to stabilize the institution and build a library, in 1826 the board 
purchased portions of Sherman’s collection for $161.63. That same year, East Tennessee 
College split from Hampden-Sydney Academy and moved its campus west of town to a 
40-acre tract called Barbara Hill, now known as “the Hill.” The new president, the Rev-
erend Charles Coffin, simultaneously raised money for buildings and argued that addi-
tional library resources “ought to be procured as soon as possible.” 
Coffin formed a committee in 1829 to “solicit & receive donations to the College 
Library.” Two years later he set out on a trip “to select and purchase suitable books for 
the Library, with the money collected for that purpose.” In May 1831 the Knoxville Reg-
ister reported that Coffin was “in New Orleans soliciting donations in books and money 
for the purpose of adding to the present library of the College, so as to form an exten-
sive collection.” 
By December, Coffin had collected $1,267 and many volumes for the library. But despite this 
success, Coffin resigned in 1832 in reaction to local criticism of his building expenditures. The 
board, however, recognized his contributions to the library, saying that “Coffin has done greatly 
Above: Title page 
from Carrick’s 1806 printing of 
The rudiments of the Latin 
Tongue. Overlay: Samuel 
Carrick’s signature in book 
number 421.
East Tennessee University in 
1858, on the eve of the Civil War.
more than any other individual in the south western portion of 
the Union, both in collecting the material, and in diffusing the 
elements and principles of knowledge and literature.”
In April 1836 the board formalized the library by appointing 
the Reverend W. J. Keith as its first librarian. The teaching fac-
ulty elected librarians from their membership; the trustees 
approved their terms of service. Day-to-day operations of the 
library fell to Keith, and a small faculty committee oversaw 
new purchases. At Keith’s recommendation, in October 1836 
the board directed that “fifty cents per session be charged to all 
students for the use of the library.”
The college rules for 1838 stated that the librarian would cre-
ate “an accurate catalogue of all books and articles belonging 
to the Library” and add all new acquisitions to the inventory. 
By 1839 the library held “3,000 well selected Volumes.” Stu-
dents could borrow two books for a 2-week period, while fac-
ulty, trustees, and donors were allowed a month. But all library 
users faced overdue fines of 12½ cents per volume for each 
week overdue. 
The library’s collections were dispersed. Chi Delta and the 
Philomathesian Society, a pair 
of flourishing literary 
societies, held portions of the collec-
tions in their reading rooms, though most of the books 
were housed in the reading room in Old College, the center-
piece of the campus. 
In 1840 the state legislature renamed the school “East Ten-
nessee University.” The next year the board made its first 
library appropriation, in the amount of $500. 
In the 1840s conflict over religious education and sectarian-
ism at the university caused changes in the library’s holdings, 
as indicated by the board’s November 1841 authorization of 
the faculty “to sell all the classical books belonging to the 
library, which it has been the practice heretofore to loan for 
common use to the students.” The university’s 1842 catalog 
noted “Classical books are no longer loaned from the library, 
but may usually be purchased at ‘second hand.’ ” But by the 
end of the decade, library holdings had increased by 40 per-
cent, numbering just over 5,000 books.
Course catalogs and board minutes give us glimpses of the 
university and its library collection in the decade before 
the Civil War. An ETU student of the 1850s took courses “in 
which the Latin, Greek and French Languages, the pure and 
mixed Mathematics, and the Natural, Moral and Intellectual 
Sciences are thoroughly taught.” The winter session began in 
September and lasted until early February; the summer ses-
sion ran from late February until early July. Tuition varied 
from $11 to $25 per session, with a library fee of 50 cents each 
Panoramic view from the cupola of East Tennessee University, March 1864 (George Barnard, photographer, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division).
Above, right: 
Old College Reading Room, ca. 1890s. 
Above, left: Library in Science Hall, ca. 1890s.
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Panoramic view from the cupola of East Tennessee University, March 1864 (George Barnard, photographer, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division).
Environs of Knoxville seen from 
the south bank of Tennessee River; 
East Tennessee University in middle 
distance, ca. 1864 (George Barnard, 
photographer, Library of Congress 
Prints and Photographs Division).
session. The library collection “contained several thousand 
volumes” related to philosophy, chemistry, mineralogy, and 
geology. The 1851 catalog declared, “now the institution pres-
ents facilities for illustrating the Natural Sciences, equal to 
any in the South.” In 1853 the board earmarked $100 annually 
for the purchase of more books. By 1859 the library was “open 
regularly once a week, and, on application, at other times.”
But academic advances ground to a halt during the next 
decade. As war loomed, the trustees and faculty attempted 
to build a military department to distribute arms and equip-
ment to students. In fall 1860 students organized a small 
company of about three-dozen soldiers and conducted drills 
on campus. Meanwhile the library received an addition of 
“several hundred additional volumes” from the City Library 
Association. But the April 1861 attack on Fort Sumter drasti-
cally changed the climate of the campus, the South, and the 
nation. Most of the students and professors enlisted within 
days. The school, however, continued limited functions until 
January 1862, when Confederate armies retreated south to 
Tennessee after the Battle of Fishing Creek (Mill Springs) 
near Somerset, Kentucky. During the Confederate occupation 
of Knoxville, soldiers converted the campus’s buildings into 
hospitals and barracks for wounded men, thus closing the 
university.
The occupation ended in September 1863, when Union troops 
moved south from Kentucky and drove out the Confederates. 
Union soldiers occupied the campus buildings, also using 
them for housing and hospitals. Two months later, the Con-
federate armies returned to reclaim Knoxville during the 
battle of Fort Sanders. After a 17-day standoff between Union 
general Ambrose Burnside and Confederate general James 
Longstreet in November and December 1863, the Confeder-
ates finally withdrew from Knoxville. 
The battle left the university in shambles; campus buildings 
were uninhabitable, trenches and earthworks gouged the 
slopes of the Hill, and the library, scientific equipment, and 
geological collections had been damaged. The trustees then 
sought and gained approval from the Union forces to “take 
charge of the [remaining] books and apparatus of the univer-
sity, and remove them to a place of security.”
At war’s end, the Reverend Thomas Humes assumed the 
school’s presidency and began to rebuild the war-torn campus. 
In 1868 ETU resumed operations on the Hill, its buildings reno-
vated, and its grounds carefully landscaped. Despite efforts to 
protect the school’s library, however, the collection had been 
decimated. In 1869 the Knoxville Daily Press and Herald 
reported that “we were particularly struck with the spolia-
tion of the Library, which is now but a wreck of its former self, 
nearly all the more costly and valuable volumes having been 
purloined or destroyed.”
The Morrill Act of 1862 helped rebuild the university. This 
groundbreaking legislation had established land-grant col-
leges across the country to teach agricultural and mechanical 
arts, as well as traditional liberal arts, and specified that these 
institutions have appropriate library resources. In 1869 Ten-
nessee returned to the Union, and the state legislature desig-
nated ETU the recipient of the state’s land grant, which by 1871 
amounted to $396,000 in Tennessee bonds. With land-grant 
funding, ETU soon added programs in agriculture, mechani-
cal arts, medicine, and dentistry, and the board appropriated 
$1,000 to purchase maps, charts, and books for the library. 
Meanwhile, the city of Knoxville had pledged $15,000 toward a 
new library building and a collection for the university, but by 
1873 no city funds had been received. That year the university 
sued the city for the funds and won a judgment for $20,000, but 
collecting it took another 8 years. 
Such setbacks hindered the growth of the library. During the 
1870s the school spent an average of only $100 annually for 
books. Librarian Hunter Nicholson, a professor of agriculture 
and horticulture, reported in 1877 that the library held about 
2,600 volumes—approximately half the school’s pre–Civil War 
holdings.
Land-grant status and the focus on agriculture and engi-
neering divided the university community. The Agricultural 
Department and Mechanical Arts program began operations 
in fall 1871, and the course catalog explained that students 
would “acquire a knowledge of the latest discoveries in the Sci-
ences, and the most successful application of the Arts, tribu-
tary to the business of farming.” Faculty members who favored 
classical education, including President Humes, had difficulty 
with the shifting emphasis.
In 1877 the trustees reorganized the school into three colleges:  
Agriculture and the Organic Arts; Mechanic Arts, Mining, and 
Engineering; and Language and Fine Arts. The administration 
responded by forming the “nucleus of a professional Library” 
with new volumes and expanded library services. The 1870s 
ended with yet another name change—in 1879 the legislature 
renamed the school “the University of Tennessee” to recognize 
the university’s new graduate school, its Medical Department 
in Nashville, and its advanced programs in agriculture and 
mechanical arts.
The same year a board-appointed committee inspected the 
school’s library in Old College and judged the room far too 
small to accommodate the campus’s growing needs. The com-
mittee’s report recommended expansion, saying “the neces-
sity of a reading room in connection with or apart from the 
Left: Old College Reading Room, ca. 1902.  
Right: Engineering Library, Ferris Hall, 1930.
library is an urgent one and should be provided as soon 
as space therefore can be obtained.” The committee also 
said “the library so far as the number of books is con-
cerned is totally inadequate, and far from being suffi-
cient for the demands of a large university.”
 In 1880 the university opened a library to serve the dis-
ciplines of agriculture, horticulture, and botany in the 
recently completed Agricultural Hall. The next year the act-
ing librarian, William Gibbs McAdoo Sr., a history and English 
professor, reported holdings of 3,236 volumes, many of which 
were in poor condition. Leaky windows further endangered 
the books in the Old College reading room. However, the funds 
from the 1873 settlement with the city of Knoxville finally 
came through, enabling the library “to add to its shelves, from 
time to time, choice works in Science and Literature.” 
Difficulties arose again just 2 years later, when President 
Humes ended his years of conflict with the Board of Trust-
ees by resigning. Many faculty and staff members—includ-
ing McAdoo—followed Humes’s example. Hunter Nicholson 
returned to replace McAdoo, and the board appropriated $300 
for him to compile a complete library catalog using the recently 
introduced Dewey Decimal system. Nicholson reported in 1884 
that the library held 7,000 volumes, but the Old College library 
was open for only an hour each day because the UT librarian’s 
position was still part-time.
In 1887, after 4 years of faculty dismissals and bickering among 
the trustees, UT hired a new president who ushered in the 
modern era. Charles Dabney held a Ph.D. in chemistry and had 
experience working in North Carolina as state chemist and 
director of the state’s experiment station. Dabney reorganized 
and modernized the curriculum, favoring industrial and agri-
cultural education over classical liberal arts. During his 17-year 
tenure he spearheaded significant changes at UT: the univer-
sity hired nationally known faculty, admitted women, hosted 
teacher institutes, doubled enrollment, and constructed new 
laboratories, dormitories, and a gymnasium.
Dabney also expanded library services and built a more cen-

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tralized library collection. The 1892 appointment of Edwin 
Wiley, the university’s first full-time professional librarian, was 
a watershed; 2 years later the board appointed an assistant 
librarian. Wiley voiced high expectations: “It is the policy of the 
librarian to make the Library a complement to every course, 
and not a mere store-house of books.” Four large rooms in the 
recently completed Science Hall became the library’s home 
in 1894, and the collection was available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.
m. every weekday. Patrons used a card catalog alphabetized 
by author with Dewey Decimal call numbers to locate books. 
Wiley wrote in 1895:
The Library has now been in its new quarters, in Science 
Hall, for over a year, and the wisdom of the change has 
become wholly manifest. Before its removal, the cramped 
condition of the Library, and the impossibility of properly 
arranging the books reduced its usefulness to a mini-
mum. It was hardly possible to make use of the books that 
we had, and the addition of new ones increased the con-
fusion. However, the transfer changed all this, and now 
every book in the Library is available, and all new ones are 
placed in their various classes immediately.
The main library held 12,000 volumes, with 
another 3,000 in the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 
In 1901 Dabney used his strong national net-
work of education leaders to secure a promise 
from Andrew Carnegie to build a new library 
building, where his vision of a central library 
with statewide traveling collections might take 
shape. That vision was still unrealized when 
Dabney left the university in 1904, but his suc-
cessor, Brown Ayres, brought it to reality.
Under Ayres’s direction, UT established its first 
dedicated library building housing a central-
ized collection. Andrew Carnegie pledged UT 
$40,000 for a library if the university raised 
a matching sum. The board accepted and 
appointed a fundraising committee to build endowments and 
seek donors willing to give at least $5,000. On the basis of a 
promised building and the university’s strong outreach to the 
entire state, in 1907 the federal government designated the UT 
Library as a Federal Government Depository. Just 2 years later, 
with help from the state legislature, the university raised the 
matching funds so that the board could then issue a $54,000 
contract for the new building. Built in just 363 days, the Carn-
egie Library opened its doors on September 13, 1911. President 
Ayres proclaimed that the new structure, which now held an 
impressive 38,000 volumes, was “one of the most complete and 
satisfactory college libraries in the South.” It featured an audi-
torium, seminar rooms, a general-reading and reference room 
with a seating capacity of 106, a cataloging room, a faculty 
reading room, and stack space for 75,000 volumes.
The library grew steadily, receiving such valuable donations 
as a 6,300-volume collection of Elizabethan drama and medi-
eval romance from English professor James Douglas Bruce. A 
post–World War I enrollment boom and increase in programs 
Carnegie Library, built 1911.
8Left: Hoskins Delivery Hall, ca. 1940s.
Right: Hoskins Main Reference Room, ca. 1940s.
Right bottom: Hoskins Main Reference Room, ca. 1950s.
necessitated branch libraries, so in 1921 an Agriculture Library 
opened in Morgan Hall, and in 1930 the Engineering Library 
relocated from Estabrook to Ferris Hall. But increased library 
traffic also led to abuse. In 1927 the large number of stolen 
and mutilated books forced librarians to restrict access in the 
Carnegie Library’s stacks and to institute a paging system.
Within a decade of its opening, the Carnegie Library proved 
unable to meet the demands of the growing school. Librarian 
Lucy Fay reported to President Harcourt Morgan in 1921 on 
expected library needs, addressing building, staff, and equip-
ment. She said the library required an addition to seat 350 of 
the school’s projected 2,000 students, to house 200,000 books, 
and to give the library staff better workspace. When Morgan 
did not approve the library expansion, Fay demanded, without 
success, that he reconsider: “I do not see how we can operate 
and give the university the necessary [library] service if we do 
not get relief now.” 
Mary Baker, Fay’s successor, reorganized library space to make 
way for temporary stacks, but by 1926 she too admitted to 
 Morgan “we have reached the limit of our ability to serve fac-
ulty and students under our present crowded conditions.” In 
1927 the library held 80,000 volumes, with 56,000 books in the 
Carnegie Library and the rest dispersed in branch libraries. The 
scale of the space and centralization issues made expanding 
the Carnegie Library a temporary solution at best, so Morgan 
and the board elected to build a larger central library building 
with state-appropriated funds.
Morgan and the board wanted a showpiece to publicly dem-
onstrate the university’s commitment to higher education. It 
would be built in stages, with new wings added as the school 
and its collection grew. Designed by Knoxville architects Bar-
ber & McMurry, the building’s style would be “collegiate 
Gothic”—an adaptation of medieval Gothic—with pointed 
arches, vaulted ceilings, stone door frames, gabled 
roofs, large leaded windows, and two small gargoyles 
guarding the main entrance. The interior design fea-
tured a massive staircase leading to the second floor, with 
painted ceilings and plaques honoring famous individuals 
from academic disciplines. Exposed ceiling beams were to 
be painted with decorative motifs using scrolling, foliation, 
and heraldic devices. The beams of the second-floor reference 
room would trace the development of the book, from Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics to Chinese scrolls, to illuminated manu-
scripts, and on to early American books. The reference room 
was to be the hub of the library, with an impressive adjoin-
ing delivery hall where patrons would request books from the 
closed stacks. The eight-level stacks were to have glass floors 
to provide natural lighting. It was to be the most fireproof 
building on campus, thus addressing all the problems of ear-
lier library buildings.
The onset of the Great Depression, however, forced the 
administration to scrap many components of the original 
design. The new Central Library—simpler but still grand—
was completed in 1931 for $300,000. It measured 50,000 
square feet, could hold 200,000 volumes, and had 500 seats 
for patrons. The library’s volume count in 1931 was more than 
121,000 volumes, of which 78,000 went into the new build-
ing. The Central Library opened its doors to students in early 
March 1931. The next year, construction began on a tower at 
the front of the library to house the Eleanor Deane Swan Aud-
igier collection of art objects and furniture. The tower was 
completed in 1934. 
In its beautiful new building, however, the library suffered. 
The construction project drained library resources just as the 
Depression reduced state revenues and appropriations. The 
acquisitions budget plunged to zero until 1935, but by the 
end of the decade, funding for new books had rebounded. In 
1939 library holdings reached 192,000, with 117,000 of those 
volumes in the Central Library, and during World War II, the 
collection grew by about 10,000 volumes per year.
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Edwin Wiley, 1892–1899
Sabra Vought, 1901–1910
Lucy Fay, 1910–1918, 1920–1923
Agnes Williams, 1918–1920
Mary Baker, 1923–1943
Directors of the University 
libraries, 1892–1943
When Mary Baker retired in 1943, William H. Jesse became 
the university’s librarian, with an acquisitions budget of 
$19,000 to work with and a staff of 25. The Central Library 
was open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. every weekday; on Satur-
days, hours were 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. The building was closed on 
Sundays and certain holidays. Besides the Central Library, UT 
supported the Agriculture Library in Morgan Hall, the Engi-
neering Library in Ferris Hall, the Law Library in Tennessee 
Hall, and a curriculum laboratory in Ayres Hall. Students and 
faculty had borrowing privileges at all of the libraries.
By Jesse’s second year as librarian, the Central Library was at 
75 percent of its 200,000-volume capacity, which had seemed 
enormous only 13 years earlier, and total holdings in all the 
libraries were at 242,000 volumes. The need to expand the 
Central Library building became even 
more pressing after World War II, when 
thousands of veterans used the GI Bill to 
take classes and complete degrees at UT. 
President C. E. Brehm moved slowly on 
expanding the Central Library build-
ing, but he spearheaded other significant 
advancements. William Jesse’s title was 
elevated from “librarian” to “director of 
libraries,” and with Brehm’s support, he 
opened new branch libraries for chemis-
try, music, biology, science, education, and 
business administration. Jesse also over-
saw the large job of converting the library’s 
holdings from the Dewey Decimal System 
to the Library of Congress classification 
system. To recognize the professional role 
of librarians on campus, in 1950 the board 
of trustees granted academic rank to all 
trained librarians. 
In 1950 the Central Library was renamed 
to honor James Hoskins. Over his 50 years 
with the university, Hoskins had served as faculty mem-
ber, dean, and president, and Brehm recommended that the 
library carry his name. During the dedication ceremonies 
for the James D. Hoskins Library, Brehm launched the effort 
to add another wing to the newly renamed building. As he 
explained, “the need is now urgent” to build “a long wing on 
the south side of the building, running west from the tower, 
parallel to Cumberland Avenue. It will contain seminar, con-
ference, and reading rooms, and additional book stacks.” 
Several years later, Brehm formed a university library planning 
committee to design the extension. The group proposed new 
spaces for an open-stack undergraduate library collection, a 
special collections room for rare materials, reading rooms for 
certain subject areas, more workspace for staff, graduate-stu-
dent study carrels, a smokers’ lounge, and an air-condition-
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ing system. The state legislature funded 
the project in 1957, and in October James 
Hoskins led the groundbreaking ceremony 
for the $1-million addition. Completed in 
1959, the addition nearly doubled the total 
square-footage of the building, added seat-
ing capacity for more than 1,200 students, 
and expanded the volume capacity to 
700,000.
By the close of the 1950s, the University of Tennessee had grown from a tiny finishing school into 
a burgeoning institution serving the entire state and region. In 1959 its libraries held more than 
600,000 volumes. 
To anticipate future needs, in October 1959 the university created the Library Development Pro-
gram. Led by English professor John C. Hodges, the program was critical in raising funds for and 
awareness of the university’s libraries for years to come. By the dawn of the 1960s, the libraries at 
the University of Tennessee were poised to enter an unprecedented era of change. 
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In 1960 an incoming freshman at the University of Tennessee joined more than 16,000 day stu-
dents, 9,000 evening extension students, and 4,000 correspondence students. With campuses 
in Knoxville, Memphis, Nashville, and Martin, UT supported 
undergraduate and graduate programs of study in 127 disciplines. 
Although waived for certain programs and students, the tuition 
for in-state students was set at $100 per quarter, plus a $75 mainte-
nance fee. On-campus students under the age of 21 were required 
to live in university housing, which rented for $21 to $95 per quar-
ter. Including living expenses, an incoming in-state freshman at 
UT in 1960 would expect to pay between $1,045 and $1,435 for a 
full year of courses (three academic quarters). 
In comparison, 40 years later UT had more than 26,000 students at 
the Knoxville campus alone. Students from across the state could 
take courses in more than 300 degree programs at campuses in 
Knoxville, Memphis, Chattanooga, Martin, and Tullahoma. At the 
end of the 20th century, an incoming freshman from Tennessee 
paid just under $9,000 for a full year of courses (two semesters), 
not including living expenses. With a much more diverse student 
body than ever, UT had students from every county in Tennessee, 
every state in the nation, and more than 100 foreign countries.
To address the evolving needs of its patrons, UT Libraries began in 
1960 with a staff of 22 to run the Hoskins Library and branch facil-
ities for agriculture, biology, business administration, education, 
engineering, law, and science. The volume count totaled 650,000, 
and the annual budget for the library had topped $400,000, with 
donors’ gifts building its endowments. 
Forty years later, UT Libraries owned 2.1 million cataloged volumes, 3.5 million microforms, 
and 361,000 maps, and it subscribed to more than 16,600 periodicals and titles. An online 
library catalog provided users access to library holdings. With an expanded central facility, 
the John C. Hodges Library, and branches for special collections, music, agriculture–veterinary 
medicine, and maps, the library system (known collectively as “the University Libraries”) occu-
pied several buildings on the Knoxville campus. To support a number of online databases, new 
acquisitions, and salaries for 219 employees, the 2000 annual budget reached $11.3 million.
These statistics illustrate the growth of UT and its libraries during the second half of the 20th 
century, and the highlights of the 40-year period from 1960 to 2000 help explain how the 
 University Libraries fulfilled its mission. During the 1960s, the University Libraries emerged as 
a notable regional and national library system. In 1962 the University Libraries became part 
Gearing Up for the 21st Century:  
The Modern Era of the University  
Libraries at the University of  
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By	Aubrey	Mitchell
Estes Kefauver Wing 
of the Hoskins Library, 
completed 1966.
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of the prestigious Association of Research Libraries, a pro-
fessional consortium of large academic libraries. In 1965 the 
University Libraries established the Music Library in the then-
new Music Building. That same year, a gift from the family of 
Senator Estes Kefauver led to construction of a wing on the 
Hoskins Library. The wing was to contain the late U.S. senator’s 
papers, a replica of his senatorial office, and meeting space. The 
gift expanded the Special Collections department by not only 
adding more than 800 boxes of Kefauver manuscripts to its 
holdings but also establishing UT as a repository for political 
collections. The two-story wing, built on the west face of the 
building, marked the last significant addition to the footprint 
of Hoskins Library. 
Other support for the University Libraries came from its highly 
successful Library Development Program, led by English pro-
fessor emeritus John C. Hodges. By the time of his death in 1967, 
Hodges had garnered more than $350,000 in direct gifts, more 
than 40,000 donated books, nearly 50 library endowments, an 
estate bequest, and an alumni memorial fund in his honor. 
With strong financial backing and an active development 
program, by the mid-1960s the University Libraries no longer 
depended solely on yearly state appropriations. 
In the 1960s U.S. colleges and universities embraced the con-
cept of an undergraduate library as a separate collection in its 
own building. At UT in 1960, the undergraduate collection—
designed to assist students with general reference, research, 
and reading—occupied the first floor of Hoskins Library and 
exceeded 40,000 volumes. Open-stack books, periodicals, 
paperbacks, and current magazines were also part of this col-
lection. But by the middle of the 1960s a student body of 25,000 
students on the Knoxville campus made it clear to the admin-
istration that Hoskins Library could no longer accommodate 
the needs of all its patrons.
In 1964 UT began planning for a freestanding undergraduate 
library. A four-story building would be built on a site, then occu-
pied by the Faculty Club, at the corner of Volunteer Boulevard 
and Rose Avenue. But planners noted that expansion capability 
was “imperative” for the undergraduate library design.
Construction began in 1967 and took 2 years to complete. 
Dedicated as the John C. Hodges Undergraduate Library on 
September 26, 1969, the four-story building cost $2.7 million. 
The 110,000-square-foot building held more than 150,000 vol-
umes (maximum capacity, 228,000), provided seating for more 
than 1,800 students, and featured 15 study rooms. A staff of 7 
professional librarians, 25 full-time employees, and 20 part-
time workers managed the library, nearly doubling the staff 
numbers from the Hoskins Undergraduate Library days. The 
library was divided into Circulation, Non-Print, Reference, and 
Reserve departments. Within 
a few years the Hodges Under-
graduate Library added such 
services and resources as a 24-
hour study space on the first 
floor, audio-video stations, 
library instructional programs, 
and typing rooms. 
As the Hodges Library 
responded to campus needs, 
the University Libraries also 
changed to adapt to the times. 
During the late 1960s, library 
locations became meeting 
places for politically interested 
students, professors, and resi-
dents to discuss world issues. 
To better connect library 
patrons to other information 
sources, in 1967 the University 
Libraries established an inter-
library loan department. The 
next year the University Librar-
ies celebrated acquiring its 
Left: Estes Kefauver’s Senatorial Office, part of the Kefauver Collection 
and addition to the Hoskins Library. Below:  John C. Hodges on the 
cover of the John C. Hodges Library Endowment Fund brochure.
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millionth volume: the first volume of the Papers of 
Andrew Johnson, a historical editing project housed 
in the Hoskins Library. By the end of the decade, sev-
eral academic departments closed their departmen-
tal libraries and merged their collections into Hodges 
and Hoskins. 
In 1970 the Knoxville campus’s student population 
swelled to nearly 30,000, which created a host of new 
demands on the libraries. After 35 years of closed stacks, in 
1972 Hoskins Library opened its stacks to the public. To reduce 
theft, security devices (magnetized tattle-tape) were implanted 
in books. Concurrent interest in the university’s own history 
spurred authorizing the University Archives as a part of the 
Special Collections Department. Such new departments as Col-
lection Development, the Business Office, Staff Development, 
Reserve, and Technical Services emerged during the mid-1970s 
to better coordinate library administration.
The library trend of the 1970s was to consolidate distributed 
collections. In 1974 the Biology, Science, and Engineering 
libraries were merged into the Science–Engineering Library, 
but its collection moved to Hoskins a few years later, as plans 
for a separate Science–Engineering Library building gave 
way to plans for a larger main library. In 1975 the Agriculture 
Library became the Agriculture–Veterinary Medicine Library 
and later moved into the Veterinary Medicine building on the 
agriculture campus. It was renamed the Webster Pendergrass 
Agriculture–Veterinary Medicine Library in 1984. 
Embracing another 1970s trend, the University Libraries 
invested heavily in new technologies. Searching for books in 
card catalogs and for articles in printed indexes yielded to faster 
electronic access to information. In 1971 the University Librar-
ies established the Systems Department to develop electronic 
means of organizing information. In just 2 years, the Hodges 
Undergraduate Library launched an automated circulation 
system called “Mohawk,” replacing handwritten library cards 
with punch cards. Hoskins Library got “Mohawked” a year later. 
Starting in 1975 the University Libraries offered remote access 
Model of proposed 
undergraduate library, 
ca. mid-1960s.
John C. Hodges Undergraduate Library (background right), ca. 1970s.
to machine-stored databases. And to remain current with tech-
nology and equal to peer institutions, University Libraries affili-
ated with the Online Computing Library Center (OCLC), which 
boosted interlibrary loaning capabilities, and became a charter 
member of the Southeastern Library Network. 
Though growth had been planned for, by 1979 library resources 
were stretched to another breaking point. That year a group of 
administrators and faculty members began to lobby for a new 
or expanded library building. As a nostrum for the overflow-
ing stacks, in 1981 a closed-stacks storage facility opened to 
house infrequently circulated books and periodicals. The next 
year the legislature approved $400,000 for library planning, 
but instead of building a new library facility, in 1983 the Board 
of Trustees decided to add 250,000 square feet to the Hodges 
Library. The addition would allow space for 1.7 million volumes 
and enable housing all circulating materials in one location, 
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thus creating 
a centralized 
facility to bet-
ter serve all 
the campus’s 
library users. Governor Lamar Alexander included $24 million 
in the state’s 1984–1985 budget to offset the library’s renova-
tions and additions.
During the early 1980s, as the design effort for the library 
improvements proceeded, the University Libraries moved for-
ward with technology. In 1983 the first employee PC arrived in 
the library personnel office, and the first bar codes appeared on 
books. Users’ library and university ID cards were likewise bar-
coded. To operate the bar-code system, the University Libraries 
invested in software for circulation and collection management.
The construction phase began in summer 1984. Non-print, film, 
and reserve collections moved from Hodges to the first floor of 
Dunford Hall in June, and in July the book, periodical, and ref-
erence collections moved to the first floor of the Humanities 
and Social Sciences Building. To help users access the relocated 
materials, University Libraries developed a 30-minute cassette-
based walking tour, as well as an electronic catalog system 
that offered author, title, keyword, and subject searches from 
computer terminals in the new building and at remote sites. 
This catalog first became available in the Music Library in late 
1986, giving users access to 85 percent of the University Librar-
ies’ collections—more than 745,000 titles.
Construction was complete in 1987, and the move back into 
Hodges began. In August and September, several hundred 
thousand volumes were returned to the shelves, and the Uni-
versity Libraries relocated its offices, departments, and equip-
ment. The whole job took a little more than a month, finishing 
days ahead of schedule and about 2 weeks before fall semester 
began. Still the state’s largest library building, the nearly $29-
million facility occupied 350,000 square feet, could hold 1.7 
million volumes, had 4,000 seats and several hundred study 
carrels, and featured a number of new services and depart-
ments. On September 25, 1987, the university rededicated the 
John C. Hodges Library to one of its greatest benefactors and, 
like the Carnegie and Hoskins libraries before it, the expanded 
facility became the campus’s main library.
Shortly thereafter, the Hoskins Library became a home to spe-
cialized services. Special Collections stepped up to serve schol-
ars who needed primary source material and rare printed 
pieces. The building’s vacant space began to fill with incoming 
collections—especially the voluminous papers of several Ten-
nessee politicians and authors—that pushed Special Collec-
tions’ holdings to impressive numbers. At the same time, the 
Tennessee Presidential Papers Center opened to house the edit-
ing projects of Tennessee’s three presidents, Andrew Jackson, 
James K. Polk, and Andrew Johnson. In 1987 librarians moved 
the “Preservation Collection” (brittle and damaged books) to 
the third floor for preservation work, and a few years later the 
Map Library opened in the basement.
To meet evolving library standards and user expectations, in 
1988 the University Libraries froze the card catalog and con-
centrated on the electronic catalog, the Online Library Infor-
mation System (OLIS). Other electronic databases became 
available to library users either on CD-ROM or at computer 
workstations. The 1990s were characterized by a move away 
from single-purpose 
terminals to multi-
function desktop com-
puters configured for 
public or staff use. In 
1992 the University 
Libraries launched its 
Gopher server, one of 
Left: Organizing books in Hoskins for the move to 
the expanded Hodges Library, ca. 1986. Left, above: 
Announcement for the relocation of Hodges Library 
materials during the expansion.
OCLC remote 
terminal.
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the first 10 in the nation, followed by a World Wide Web server 
and a Web site the next year.
In late 1989 library supporters formed the Library Friends to 
help promote the University Libraries’ activities and fundrais-
ing efforts. The Library Friends have sponsored many events, 
founded a lecture series, and raised millions of dollars. Among 
other fundraising and awareness events sponsored by the Uni-
versity Libraries was the “Love Your Libraries 5K Run and Fun 
Walk,” launched in 1992. That same year TENN-SHARE, a non-
profit consortium of more than 450 libraries and information 
agencies, was created to facilitate resource-sharing across the 
state. The University Libraries led in creating and administer-
ing TENN-SHARE and continues to be vital to the Tennessee 
Electronic Library (TEL), which gives Tennesseans in pub-
lic, academic, grade-school, and nonprofit libraries access to 
selected electronic databases. Other consortium-based proj-
ects with regional universities included the IRIS and KUDZU 
shared library catalogs, which allowed users to access the 
holdings of more than a dozen regional libraries.
The 1994 acquisition of an 1841 edition of The Crockett Alma-
nac was unusually significant because it celebrated the Uni-
versity Libraries’ 2-millionth volume, as well as the school’s 
bicentennial. Also in 1994 the card-catalog conversion project 
concluded, and all library holdings became accessible through 
the OLIS electronic catalog.
In the closing decade of the 20th century, technology moved the 
University Libraries to the forefront of the information super-
highway. Users gained almost unlimited options for writing 
papers, tracking down sources, and viewing texts. They no lon-
ger had to visit a campus library for simple requests; they could 
simply log in and retrieve information because the University 
Libraries shrewdly invested in new technologies while keep-
ing the user at the center of instruction. The University Librar-
ies took the lead on campus, in Knoxville, throughout the state 
and region, and even around the world in redefining the role of 
libraries in the Information Age.  
The University Libraries’ transformations during the final four 
decades of the 20th century were immense. An incoming stu-
dent in 2000 had far greater opportunities for learning than 
his or her 1960 counterpart. In 2000 the University Librar-
ies were not just a place for books, journals, and quiet study; 
they offered all users a wealth of information 
resources, online tools for learning, class-
room instruction, collaborative partnerships, 
a good cup of coffee, and friendly librarians 
waiting to help them. At the century’s 
end, the University Libraries stood 
poised to face the challenges of 
the future. 
Left: John C. Hodges Main Library, ca. 1990s. 
Below: Hoskins Library present day.
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The Future Is Now at the  
University of Tennessee Libraries
By	Barbara	I.	Dewey
i arrived at the University of Tennessee in the fall of 2000, 
and have had the great fortune to lead the University 
Libraries into the 21st century. The past 6 years have been 
a period of dramatic change for several reasons. Technol-
ogy is changing the way we live, learn, communicate, 
and view society. Libraries are just as important virtually 
as they are physically. managing the overabundance of 
information, providing patrons with fast and ready access 
to material, and serving diverse audiences are just some of 
the new challenges of librarianship. The University of Ten-
nessee Libraries and its librarians meet these challenges 
and play a central role in supporting students and faculty. 
our unparalleled progress would not have been possible 
without gifts from our donors. we thank you in advance 
for your commitment to our success.
The University of Tennessee Libraries is well positioned 
to transform our services for 21st-century students and 
faculty. we are the largest publicly supported library in 
Tennessee and the 29th-largest public research library in 
the country. we encompass the traditional, the new, and 
the previously unimaginable in our strategies for growing 
and improving the library. halfway through the first de-
cade of the new millennium, i thought it fitting to review 
the recent achievements of the University Libraries, high-
light new initiatives, and make some projections. in 2006 
we stand at an important crossroads; with your support 
we can further the mission of the University of Tennes-
see and the University 
Libraries.
who are our 21st century students and scholars? They are 
technologically savvy, have high expectations, and need 
scholarly resources immediately—in many cases, digi-
tally. often, however, they are overly dependent on single 
sources of information, such as google, without know-
ing how to adequately assess the search results. we must 
ensure that our students and scholars have the right ma-
terials for their work and can locate appropriate resources 
in an inspiring and positive environment. Today research 
library materials come in all formats—print and digital. 
The university’s curriculum and research agenda demands 
such multimedia resources as images, video, music, and 
audio. Today’s students work in groups and collaborate 
on projects. They are asked to fulfill assignments using a 
broad range of materials and technologies. faculty needs 
are changing too. They must have ready access to a wider 
range of print and digital scholarship to do their research 
and prepare their classroom instruction. 
The diverse needs of these 21st-century library users have 
led to important changes in the University Libraries. new 
services for library users have rapidly expanded. new 
databases for on-site and off-site users, loaner laptops 
for students, 24-hour study spaces, AskUs.Now a live 
online reference chat service, the Commons, the Studio, 
increased classroom instruction with library resources, 
expanded public programs, and new collaborations with 
community and campus leaders have made the Univer-
sity Libraries a vibrant place with an important presence. 
These new library services, combined with the fundamen-
tal importance of books and reading, put the University 
Libraries at the heart of daily campus life—intellectual, 
social, and cultural.
To highlight just one area of growth, the University Librar-
ies has had enormous success with digital endeavors. in 
2000 the university funded the Digital Library Center 
(DLC) to begin digitization of local, regional, and national 
content. DLC develops common digitization standards 
for use by other institutions, oversees the completion of 
digital projects, selects content, and serves as a national 
leader on digital projects. with help from DLC, campus 
Above: The 2005-
2007 Minority Library 
Residents (l-r) LaVerne 
Gray, Mark Puente, and 
Shantel Agnew. Right: 
Ready for the World Logo.
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partners, and other nationally known institutions, UT 
librarians proposed and secured a number of important 
federal grants to digitize significant cultural heritage 
materials. grant funding from the institute of museum 
and Library Services (imLS) in 2001, 2002, 2004, and 
2005, has made an impressive array of digitized material 
available for anyone with an internet connection. These 
projects include letters and documents from Tennessee’s 
antebellum past, 1930s photographs of work progress 
administration (wpa) archaeological digs at Tennes-
see valley authority (Tva) dam sites, and photographs 
and printed pieces related to the pi beta phi Settlement 
School in gatlinburg, Tennessee. in 2005 imLS funded the 
“volunteer voices” initiative, which will serve as the state’s 
digital library to support K-through-12 education, lifelong 
learning, and worldwide research with a massive database 
of online primary and secondary material selected across 
the wide expanse of Tennessee’s history from a number of 
the state’s cultural heritage repositories. 
Diversity is important to the University Libraries. The 
University of Tennessee has embarked on an ambitious 
international and intercultural initiative called “ready for 
the world.” we play a leadership role for the campus with 
a comprehensive and award-winning diversity plan and 
many international initiatives and programs. During the 
past 5 years, librarians and staff members have led in pro-
moting diversity locally and nationally. Students, faculty, 
Below, left: Excavated steps from an earthen mound in Meigs 
County, Tennessee, 1938 (IMLS digital project of WPA photos 
of TVA sites). Right: Archaeological crew in Bradley County, 
Tennessee, in 1937 (IMLS digital project of WPA photos of 
TVA sites). Below right: The Commons entrance.
researchers, and other library users come from a variety 
of backgrounds and have different cultural and informa-
tional needs. our staff is meeting this demand by acquir-
ing a wider range of information resources and engaging 
in award-winning initiatives related to diversity. as a fur-
ther step toward this goal, in 2003 the University Libraries 
established the minority Library residents program to 
train new librarians from historically under-represented 
backgrounds. During their 2-year residency, participants 
work in different departments of the University Librar-
ies, specializing in areas that they might not otherwise 
be exposed to. To date, six residents have participated in 
the program. The University Libraries also are a part of a 
2005 imLS grant to educate future science and technology 
librarians from under-represented populations. This pro-
gram, “Science Links,” partners the University Libraries 
with the School of information Sciences, the Department 
of energy’s oak ridge national Laboratory and Doe’s 
office of Scientific and Technical information, and infor-
mation international associates.
The first 6 years of the new millennium have brought 
great challenges to the University Libraries, but also great 
success. we look forward to what is ahead—new technolo-
gies, new information, new ways of communicating, and 
new ways to serve our diverse users. we are excited to get 
students ready for the new world of the 21st century. 
The Commons front desk
About the author: 
Barbara	I.	Dewey	
is	the	dean	of	the	
University	Libraries.
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Legacy Of Friendship
The University Libraries have always benefited from kind and generous friends, but Octo-
ber 17, 1989, was the day of the first official meeting of the University of Tennessee Library 
Friends. Almost exactly 16 years later, hundreds of supporters gathered at Hodges Library 
for “A Night at the Libraries.” Besides tours, demonstrations of library resources, food, 
music, and a book sale, attendees heard a talk, “The Da Vinci Code: Fact or Fiction?,” 
from Robert Bast, director of the university’s Marco Institute for Medieval and Renais-
sance Studies and associate professor of history.
The Library Friends sponsored a number of events last year: In April 2006, John Wra-
novics, the author of Chaplin and Agee: The Untold Story of the Tramp, the Writer, and the Lost Screenplay, 
discussed the unusual relationship between Charlie Chaplin and James Agee, two artists brought together by the Cold War. Later 
that same month, Bruce Wheeler, professor emeritus of history, discussed his book, Knoxville, Tennessee: A Mountain City in the 
New South, as part of the “Tennessee Reads” series. 
This year the Library Friends Outstanding Service Award went to G. Michael Clark, associate professor of earth and planetary sci-
ences. Dr. Clark is a tireless advocate for library services and an enthusiastic library supporter. He has 
served as a library faculty representative for more than two decades. The Library Friends are hon-
ored to recognize Dr. Clark’s extraordinary service.
The Library Friends Executive Committee welcomed new members Aubrey Mitchell, Karen 
Wentz, Sandra Leach, and Brent Trentham in August 2005, and they awarded emeritus status 
to members Ellis Bacon, Wallace Baumann, Anne Bridges, Linda Phillips, Cindy Wyrick, and 
Cassandra McGee in April 2006.
Everyone who makes a gift to the University Libraries is a member of the Library Friends. New 
friends are always welcome. Please join us in celebrating the accomplishments of the University 
Libraries and be part of the exciting changes that are on the horizon. 
Above right: A Night at the Libraries” invitation. Left: G. Michael Clark receives 
the Library Friends’ 2005 Outstanding Service Award from Barbara Dewey.
An Un-Common Library Experience
The Commons, the University Libraries’ latest collaboration with the Office of Information Technology, 
offers popular library and technology services in one location on campus. Open 24 hours a day from Sun-
day afternoon through Friday evening, the Commons fills two large rooms on the second floor of Hodges Library. In this space the 
Commons offers two computer labs, laptop and equipment checkout, library reference and OIT HelpDesk services, student com-
puter repair, a writing center (Department of English), the Stat Lab, and presentation space.
Student needs and work habits define and drive the Commons. Students today are assigned many collaborative group projects that 
demand space to spread out books, notebooks, and laptops. Along with group space and access to technology, the Commons also 
offers space for individual study, as well as access to the Media Center and Studio, where students can 
view items in the video collection, work on multimedia projects, or borrow a digital camera. 
The Commons is a multiphased project. The University Libraries hopes to build more group study and 
work areas, provide multimedia and video-conferencing capabilities, add more computer workstations, 
and create an information kiosk and new media suites. As student needs grow and change, the goal of the 
Commons is to evolve to meet these needs. 
The past year has been a time of growth, expansion, and building new services, collections, 
          coalitions, and friendships. Here are just a few of the activities and initiatives 
               launched by the University Libraries during the 2005–06 academic year.
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Lindsay Young Endowment Update
For the 17th year, the Lindsay Young Library Endowment Fund provided 
 humanities scholars with a wealth of new resources. Many of the selected titles 
reflect the importance of international and intercultural awareness, including 
African-American Baptist Annual Reports, 1865–1990s; Colecao Mostra do 
Redescobrimento to support the Portuguese program; and the German literature 
collection Furstliche Bibliothek Corvey–Sachliteratur. Lindsay Young funds also 
purchased international recordings for the Music Library, including The Concor-
dance of Medieval Occitan of French and English music, the Fairuz Collection 
of Lebanese music, and the JVC Video Anthology of World Music and Dance. 
Historians will also benefit from the purchase of Acta Sanctorum, a 68-volume 
set of Latin texts, and microfilm copies of The Morgenthau Diaries, 1933–1945. 
Other significant purchases included The New York Theatre, 1919–1961 collec-
tion for the Department of Theatre, Sociology of the Sciences for the philosophy 
department, Le Corbusier Plans for architecture students, and Alfred’s Methods 
and Masterworks Essential Piano Library. These valuable resources will expand 
humanities research as they honor an extraordinary benefactor.
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Above: Runners 
begin the 2006 
Fun Run. 
Left: Fun Run 
preliminaries.
Love Your Libraries 5K Run and Fun Walk
On February 25, 2006, more than 100 people participated in the 
14th annual “Love Your Libraries 5K Run and Fun Walk.” The 
University Libraries and the Graduate Student Senate spon-
sored the event, which raised nearly $5,000 for the purchase 
of library materials. To support the University of Tennessee’s 
“Ready for the World” initiative, the University Libraries ear-
marked the proceeds for the purchase of titles with interna-
tional appeal.
Based on faculty suggestions, the University Libraries purchased two film series to support 
Ready for the World. Life, a 30-part series on VHS, looks at the effect 
of globalization on individuals and communities around the world. 
The series examines problems of the global economy, with examples 
from Africa, Asia, Europe, South America, Mexico, the Middle East, 
the Pacific Islands, and the United States. The series encourages 
social responsibility, equality, and human rights, as well as sharing 
the fruits of the new world economy. The second series of 12 films, 
Women Pioneers Collection, explores the contributions of remark-
able Arab women in the 20th century. The filmmakers, from the Mid-
dle East and North Africa, provide a glimpse into political history, 
social trends, and progress in Arab countries and societies. The pioneers featured in the films dispel common stereotypes of Arab 
women through their musical, literary, or political endeavors and their fearless sense of adventure. These resources will support 
the Ready for the World” initiative by offering our students greater cultural awareness. 
We are grateful to the Graduate Student Senate and the runners and walkers for making it possible to acquire these assets. Begin 
training for the 2007 “Love Your Libraries 5K Run and Fun Walk,” which will celebrate an incredible 15 years of raising funds for 
and awareness of the University Libraries. 
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one of the most significant additions, the Colonel Paul 
Parker Papers, 1909–1933 (mS-2779), will please University 
of Tennessee students, alumni, and football fans alike. as 
a west point cadet in the 1910s, paul parker played football 
for army alongside william h. britton and robert ney-
land. neyland started at the University of Tennessee in 1925 as an assistant football coach and roTC instructor; the next 
year he became head coach of the gridiron volunteers. for that 1926 season neyland hired parker and britton as assistant 
coaches. Together, this “grand triumvirate” coached the volunteers for the next nine seasons, amassing an incredible 
record of 76 wins, 7 losses, and 5 ties. 
in 1935, however, the war Department ordered neyland to panama for active duty, so britton assumed head-coaching 
responsibilities and parker stepped in as athletic director. The next year neyland retired from the service and returned to 
coach the volunteers. britton returned to coaching alongside neyland for the 1936 season, but parker left the University of 
Tennessee to become athletic director at mississippi State University.
parker’s UT material starts with a 1926 book of handwritten notes, a small “blue bird” notebook that includes training 
schedules, notes on training exercises and techniques, and individual players’ strengths and weaknesses. parker’s 1926 
notes also contain strategies for games, including plans for the one with vanderbilt, the only game they lost that season. a 
second notebook from 1926 includes a handwritten description of responsibilities of each of the team’s coaches. The three 
coaches divided tasks: neyland took charge of the backs, punters, passes, and grounds and 
equipment; parker dealt with the line players, scouting, defense, weights of players, and the 
kickoff team; and britton took responsibility for the ends, kickers, and trip arrangements. 
The parker papers are also rich with internal documents used to motivate and educate 
players. included is a typescript, “subconscious concerns” for football players, a memo-
randum for linemen on playing effectively, detailed defensive procedure, and a typed 
“offensive strategy as employed by the Tennessee system.” in addition to parker’s notes, 
there is a 1928 letter from neyland instruct-
ing players to cease smoking cigarettes after 
august 1 and to consume no soft drinks 
after august 10. The letter also instructed 
players to run regularly and to soak their 
feet in salt water every night to toughen the 
bottoms of the feet and prevent blisters. 
The parker papers provide an excellent 
overview of early–20th-century college 
football. because athletics manuscript 
collections from this period are rare and 
highly collectible, only the generosity of 
donors allowed Special Collections to 
purchase parker’s papers—an acquisi-
tion that benefits all Tennesseans and 
fans of the volunteers. 
Cover of Parker’s 1926 “Blue Bird” 
notebook. Division of coaching  
responsibilities, 1926. “Power- 
scoring play” from Parker’s  
1926 notes.
Unique Treasures
Through donations, endowments, and gifts the 
 University Libraries can pursue one-of-a-kind 
collections. Rare and unique materials are especially 
important in building research collections, and this 
year featured important additions to the manuscript 
holdings of the Special Collections Library.
The UT football 
coaching staff 
1926–1934: left 
to right, William 
H. Britton, Robert 
Neyland, and 
Paul Parker.
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special collections 
Margaret	gray	Blanton	Library	Endowment	(special	Collections)
Margaret	graeme	Canning	Library	Endowment	(special	Collections)
William	Elijah	and	Mildred	Morris	haines	special	Collections	Library	Endowment	
(special	Collections)
William	h.	Jesse—Library	staff	Endowment	(special	Collections—American	Indian)
Angelyn	Donaldson	and	Richard	Adolf	Koella	(special	Collections)
Library	special	Collections	Endowment	(special	Collections)
John	E.	and	Mary	Poitevent	Redwine	Endowment	for	the	great	smoky	Mountains	Regional	
Project	(special	Collections)
special	Collections	Library	Endowment	Fund	(special	Collections)
social sciences 
social	Work	Alumni	Library	Endowment	(social	Work)
Renda	Burkhart	Library	Endowment	(Business	and	Accounting)	
human	Ecology	Library	Development	Endowment	(human	Ecology)
Kenwill	Inc.	Cartographic	Information	Center	Endowment	(Map	Library)
Phillip	W.	Moffitt	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Psychology)
Frank	B.	Ward	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Business)
science anD technology
Agriculture–Veterinary	Medicine	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Agriculture)	
William	Waller	Carson	Library	Endowment	(Engineering)
Frank	M.	Dryzer	Library	Endowment	(Mathematics/Physics)
Carolyn	W.	Fite	Library	Quasi-Endowment		
(Microbiology,	Biochemistry	and	Cellular	and	Molecular	Biology)
Armour	T.	granger	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Engineering)
Dr.	and	Mrs.	A.	h.	Lancaster	Visual	services	Library	Endowment	(Visual	services)	
Library	Technology	Endowment	(Tools	to	access	electronic	information)
Wayne	and	Alberta	Longmire	Library	Endowment		
(Monographs,	journals,	and	audiovisual	materials)
stuart	Maher	Memorial	Endowment-Technical	Library		
(Chemistry,	Physics,	and	Engineering)
Department	of	Mathematics	Library	Endowment	(Mathematics)
Adrian	Barry	Meyers	Library	Quasi-Endowment		
(Mathematics,	Computer	sciences,	science,	Biology,	or	Engineering)
Dr.	C. D.	sherbakoff	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Botany)
R.	Bruce	shipley	Memorial	Endowment	(Engineering)
otis	h.	and	Mary	T.	stephens	Library	Endowment	(Visual	services)
service awarD
Paul	E.	Trentham	sr.	Library	staff	Award	for	Exemplary	service	Endowment
UT	Library	Friends	service	Endowment
scholarship
Red	and	Theresa	howse	and	Jim	and	Betty	Papageorge	Library	scholarship	Endowment
UnDesignateD
Mr.	and	Mrs.	Lytle	A.	Absher	Library	Endowment
Reba	and	Lee	Absher	Memorial	Library	Endowment
Adopt-a-Periodical
Lalla	Block	Arnstein	Library	Endowment
Violet	C.	and	James	M.	Blake	Library	Endowment
Tutt	and	Elizabeth	Bradford	Library	Endowment
Ira	n.	Chiles	Library	Endowment—higher	Education
Caroline	Perry	Cleveland	Library	Endowment
Betsey	Beeler	Creekmore	Library	Endowment
William	and	Leona	g.	Crunk	Library	Endowment
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Collection Endowments:
Connecting the Past, 
 Present, and Future
Collection endowments provide critically needed funds to 
acquire, preserve, and make accessible library materials in a 
particular subject area. The escalating costs of materials, in 
addition to new information being published, have increased 
the demand for more annual funds to make the libraries 
responsive to the informational needs of our faculty and 
students, as well as the region. Collection endowments begin 
at $25,000, and the University Libraries invites donors to 
make a single gift or to build an endowed fund over 5 years. 
The following is a list of the collection endowments within the 
University of Tennessee Libraries.
hUmanities 
James	Douglas	Bruce	Endowment	Fund	(English)
hugh	and	Margaret	Crowe	Library	Quasi-Endowment		
(sociology	and	Urban	and	Regional	Planning)
Kenneth	Curry	Library	Endowment	Fund	(English	and	American	Literature,	the	Arts,	
Philosophy,	Classics,	and	history)
Durant	DaPonte	Memorial	Library	Endowment	(American	Literature)
Richard	Beale	Davis	humanities	Library	Endowment	(general)
Clayton	B.	Dekle	Library	Endowment	(Architecture)
Roland	E.	Duncan	Library	Endowment	(Latin	American	history)
Dr.	harold	swenson	Fink	Library	Endowment	(Medieval	history)
Dr.	stanley	J.	Folmsbee	Library	Endowment	(Tennessee	and	American	history)
great	smoky	Mountain	Regional	Project	Endowment	(history	of	the	smoky	Mountains)	
hodges	Books	for	English	Endowment	(English)
Paul	E.	howard	humanities	Collection	Library	Endowment	(general)	
Thomas	L.	James	Library	Endowment	Fund	(English)
Mamie	C.	Johnston	Library	Endowment	(English)
Jack	and	Dorothy	McKamey	humanities	Collection	Library	Endowment	(general)	
Edward	J.	McMillan	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Religious	studies)
Flora	Bell	&	Bessie	Abigail	Moss	Endowment	(general	Fund)
John	C.	osborne	Memorial	Library	Endowment	(german	Literature	and	Languages)
Charles	and	Elnora	Martin	Paul	Library	Endowment	(history	and	English	Literature)	
Pi	Beta	Phi	Children’s	and	Young	Adult	Literature	Library	Endowment	
(Center	for	Children’s	and	Young	Adult	Literature)
John	L.	Rhea	Foundation	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Classical	Literature)	
norman	B.	sayne	Library-humanities	Endowment	Fund	(general)	
Dr.	and	Mrs.	Walter	stiefel	Library	Endowment	(Romance	Languages)
Charles	A.	Trentham	Library	Endowment	Fund	(Religious	studies)
United	Foods	humanities	Library	Endowment	(general)
UTK	Tomorrow	humanities-Library	Endowment	Fund	(general)	
Bill	Wallace	Memorial	Library	Endowment	(Religious	studies)
helen	B.	Watson	Library	Quasi-Endowment	(Music	and	Art)
Judith	D.	Webster	Library	Preservation	Endowment	(Preservation)
Lindsay	Young	Library	Endowment	(general)
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Elizabeth	and	R. B.	Davenport	III	Library	
Endowment
nancy	R.	and	g.	Mack	Dove	Endowment
Ellis	and	Ernest	Library	Endowment
Carolyn	W.	Fite	Library	Quasi-Endowment
Franz/Myers	Family	Library	Endowment
henry	A.	haenseler	Library	Endowment
hamilton	national	Bank	Library	Endowment
natalie	Leach	and	James	A.	haslam	II	
Endowment
J.C.	hodges–UTK	Alumni	Library	Endowment
Bill	and	Rena	Johnson	Endowment	Fund
Dr.	and	Mrs.	A. h.	Lancaster	Library	
Endowment
Dr.	and	Mrs.	A. h.	Lancaster	Library	Friends	
Lecture	Endowment
Jack	and	germaine	Lee	Endowment	Fund
Library	Acquisitions	Endowment
Library	Employee	Development	Endowment	
Fund
Edwin	R.	Lutz	Memorial	Library	Endowment	
Fund
Lois	Maxwell	Mahan	Library	Endowment	Fund
Bernie	B.	and	helen	Martin	Endowment	Fund
Dwight	McDonald	Library	Endowment
Men’s	Athletics	Department	Library	
Endowment
harvey	and	helen	Meyer	Endowment	Fund
Lucy	s.	Morgan	Library	Quasi-Endowment	
Fund
Angie	Warren	Perkins	Library	Endowment
Jack	E.	Reese	Library	Endowment
Lawrence	C.	Roach	Library	Endowment
B.	schiff	Family	and	Betty	J.	Weathers	
Endowment
Louise	and	Aileen	seilaz	Memorial	Library	
Endowment
John	J.	and	Carol	C.	sheridan	Endowment
John	W.	and	Janie	D.	sitton	Library	
Endowment
J.	Allen	smith	Endowment	Fund
Mcgregor	smith	Library	Endowment	Fund
Florence	B.	and	Ray	B.	striegel	Library	
Endowment
Mary	Weaver	sweet	Quasi-Endowment
Valley	Fidelity	Bank	Library	Endowment
Walters	Library	Endowment	Fund
Virgina	Westfall–Josephine	Ellis	Library	
Quasi-Endowment
Ronald	h.	Wolf	Library	Endowment	Fund
guy	C.	Youngerman	Library	Endowment	Fund
INvESTING 
IN ThE  
FUTURE
More	than	any	other	single	entity,	the	
library	is	the	heart	of	a	university.	The	
quality	of	the	library’s	collection	is	a	
	measure	of	the	quality	of	intellectual	
	inquiry	campuswide	and	the	quality	
of	education	we	give	our	students,	the	
leaders	of	our	future.	You	can	help	
guarantee	that	our	future	leaders	will	
receive	the	best	possible	education	by	
making	an	investment	in	the	Univer-
sity	of	Tennessee	Libraries.
To	make	a	gift,	please	make	your	
check	payable	
to	The ­University ­
of ­Tennessee ­
 ­Libraries	and	use	
the	reply	envelope	
included	in	the	
Review.	
Please	contact		
Blue	Dean	
Director	of	Development,		
2	hodges	Library	
Knoxville,	Tn	99-000	
85-9-00	
those memorializeD
Between ­July ­1, ­2005, ­and ­June ­30, ­
2006, ­gifts ­were ­made ­to ­the ­University ­
Libraries ­in ­memory ­of ­the ­following ­
people.
Jackson	W.	Bailey
Lucille	Birch
olivette	K.	Cherry
William	n.	Cherry
Jane	C.	Davis
Martha	goddard
Frank	D.	green	Jr.
Calvin	R.	huber
Pearl	E.	Klepser
nancy	E.	Lay
Byrl	C.	Logan
John	K.	Mauney	Jr.
Ernest	C.	newton
Katherine	J.	nordsieck
Jack	E.	Reese
John	shea	sheridan
Lindsay	Young
those honoreD
Between ­July ­1, ­2005, ­and ­June ­30, ­
2006, ­gifts ­were ­made ­to ­the ­University ­
Libraries ­in ­honor ­of ­the ­following ­
people.
Erica	R.	Clark
Elizabeth	h.	Papageorge
Linda	Byrd	Weaver
legacy society
The ­UT ­Legacy ­Society ­was ­established ­
to ­honor ­UT ­alumni ­and ­friends ­who ­
make ­a ­commitment ­to ­the ­university ­
through ­a ­deferred ­gift ­arrangement. ­
These ­generous ­people ­help ­to ­sustain ­
the ­university’s ­admirable ­tradition ­
of ­teaching, ­research, ­and ­public ­
service ­by ­actively ­participating ­in ­the ­
great ­work ­of ­higher ­education ­and ­
enhancing ­the ­future ­of ­the ­university ­
and ­the ­people ­it ­serves.
We ­gratefully ­acknowledge ­the ­
following ­individuals ­who ­have ­made ­
deferred ­commitments ­before ­June ­
30, ­2006, ­specifically ­to ­support ­the ­
University ­of ­Tennessee ­Libraries. ­If ­
you ­have ­made ­a ­deferred ­gift ­to ­the ­
library ­and ­are ­not ­listed ­here, ­or ­if ­you ­
wish ­to ­discuss ­making ­a ­deferred ­gift, ­
please ­contact ­the ­Library ­Development ­
Office ­at ­865‑974‑0037.
Lynn	D.	Bartlett	
Daniel	and	Anne	Batey	
James	M.	Blake	
Delbert	and	Debra	Byrd	
Ada	Marie	Campbell
Betsey	Beeler	Creekmore	
Lucile	Deaderick
Mary	Jo	and	Lew	Dougherty
Charles	W.	Duggan	
Audrey	A.	Duncan	and	John	Fisher	
Mildred	g.	Fair	
Emerson	and	Catherine	Fly	
nathan	and	Mary	Ford	
John	B.	Fugate
Mary	greer
Francis	and	Mary	gross
Mary	Ann	hagler	
Joann	hallaway
John	n.	hughes	
Bryan	and	Elizabeth	Jackson	
Russell	and	Florence	Johnston	
Charles	B.	Jones	Jr.
Janet	Dione	Kennedy	
Michael	King	and	Amye	Tankersley	
King	
Richard	and	Angelyn	Koella	
LaFollette	Lumber	and	hardware	
Bette	Daugherty	Lathrop	
Jack	and	germaine	Lee	
Barbara	Mathieson	
Jacklon	and	Joyce	Mays
A.	Bunker	Medbery	
Paul	and	Marion	Miles	
Wayne	and	Jeannine	Mitchell	
stanton	and	Margaret	Morgan	
Donald	M.	nathan
E. J.	obrien	
Margaret	Ann	Payne	
gariel	and	shirley	Randolph	
helen	h.	smith	
otis	h.	stephens	Jr.	
Bain	and	Irene	stewart	
Fred	and	helen	stone	Jr.
John	and	nancy	sullivan	
Michael	C.	Thomas	
Charles	R.	West	
sara	P.	Wharton	
Michael	and	Martha	Wilds
library frienDs
An ­annual ­gift ­to ­the ­University ­of ­
Tennessee ­Library ­provides ­immediate ­and ­
ongoing ­support ­for ­the ­library’s ­collections ­
and ­services ­and ­qualifies ­the ­donor ­for ­
membership ­in ­the ­Library ­Friends. ­The ­
following ­have ­contributed ­to ­the ­UT ­Library ­
during ­the ­last ­fiscal ­year, ­July ­1, ­2005, ­to ­
June ­30, ­2006.
frienDs benefactors
Joe	W.	Anderson	Jr.
gordon	Backer
William	Lloyd	and	Elizabeth	Theresa	
Baldwin	
Wallace	W.	Baumann
Michael	and	Tracey	Belmont	
James	E.	and	nykoa	s.	Boler
steven	B.	and	Krista	h.	Bonnett
samuel	B.	Burchfield
Craig	R.	Colvin	and	Janet	s.	Cable
Betsey	Beeler	Creekmore
Anthony	W.	Crunk
William	J.	and	Barbara	I.	Dewey
David	B.	and	Judith	M.	Eastwood	sr.
Jere	M.	and	Linda	Ervin
John	h.	Fisher	and	Audrey	A.	Duncan
Mary	E.	greer
Marjorie	hipple	
Cornelia	hodges	
gary	R.	and	Janet	F.	Johnson
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gerald	P.	and	Jane	houston	Lubert
Lee	McCarthy
Catherine	sue	Mizell
Igor	V.	and	Anna	K.	nabelek
Ronald	h.	and	nancy	Petersen
Michael	Lee	Potter
stephen	J.	smalling
Murphy	D.	smith
otis	h.	and	Mary	T.	stephens	Jr.
Alexander	and	nancy	Vanhook
Robert	Wegener
Thomas	h.	and	Ava	h.	White
Robert	B.	Woodruff
frienDs patrons
Roy	h.	Adams
Louis	o.	and	Mary	Charlotte	Ball	Jr.
John	soward	Bayne	
E.	Roger	and	Beverly	J.	Bohanan	Jr.
William	s.	and	Carolyn	Broady
Patrick	J.	and	Mary	Edens	Calie
Edmund	J.	Campion	
James	P.	and	Metis	L.	Chen
James	A.	Clodfelter
Loren	W.	Crabtree	and	Monica	Christen
Bruce	h.	and	Linda	L.	Delaney
sue	geren	Diehl
Lois	Claudine	Dixon
Elaine	A.	Evans
Robert	B.	and	Pat	Fling
Emerson	h.	and	Catherine	W.	Fly
William	T.	and	Jean	h.	graves
W.	Bruce	and	Lauren	g.	Jennings
David	M.	and	Janet	Jensen
shirley	A.	Johnson
W.	Charlie	and	sandra	W.	Kuykendall
hal	g.	Littleford	Jr.
Diana	C.	Lopez
M.	Donald	and	Beverly	Mcgavin
Joseph	and	sandra	L.	Mcguire
Aubrey	h.	and	Marla	E.	Mitchell
Alice	M.	Moore
howard	A.	nave
Christopher	D.	and	Katherin	F.	odom
Jack	W.	and	suzanne	oliver
Frederick	B.	and	Judy	Palmer
gregory	L.	and	Lori	J.	Pearce
Cameron	E.	Perry
gavine	n.	Pitner
Aaron	D.	and	Laura	s.	Purcell
John	R.	and	nancy	s.	Ray
Craig	g.	and	suzanne	J.	Ross	Jr.
Rita	h.	smith
James	A.	spencer
Bain	T.	and	Irene	s.	stewart
gene	P.	and	Cecil	P.	stickle
Michael	C.	Thomas
Clement	Browning	Turner
samuel	W.	and	Vicky	R.	Tuten
Etta	Mae	Westbrook
Clifton	Woods	III
Timothy	s.	and	Cynthia	M.	Wyrick
sUstaining frienDs
Percy	g.	and	Pauline	s.	Adams
Brad	E.	Akard
Robert	s.	and	susan	h.	Ambler
Marcus	L.	Ambrester	Jr.
William	R.	Anderson
Peter	V.	Andreae	and	suzanne	Lenhart
stephen	V.	and	Jean	C.	Ash
Regan	M.	Avery
Dewayne	A.	and	sherlene	M.	Backhus
Robert	Baiter
David	C.	and	D.	gayle	Baker
glenn	L.	and	Diane	T.	Bass
Judy	M.	Beeler
Edythe	Adcock	Bell
Paul	h.	and	Mary	Lee	Bergeron
Erwin	B.	Bigger
William	B.	and	Mary	E.	Blackmon	Jr.
Julia	g.	Boyd
Michael	and	Judith	Paulk	Boyd
John	W.	and	Patricia	A.	Branch
James	R.	and	Carolyn	R.	Brandle
Don	W.	Jett	and	Barbara	Jane	Breeden
Christine	Brown
Arthur	C.	and	Katharine	Everett	Bruner	Jr.
William	M.	and	Marian	Bugg
Richard	g.	Buggeln
Dorothy	s.	Carmichael
William	h.	Castles	Jr.
han	and	Erica	R.	Clark
Jane	K.	Cobb
James	P.	Coffin
Dan	B.	and	Barbara	h.	Coleman
Michael	L.	Collins
sue	Conley
Barbara	s.	Cook
M.	Rita	Costello
Robin	L.	Cox
Dean	E.	and	Mary	hampton	Cruise
Wayne	and	Leta	Cutler
Marianne	Custer
Betty	R.	Davis
Duncan	Davis
John	Dillon	and	Margaret	M.	Davis
h.	Dudley	and	Zara	Dewhirst
Luther	R.	Dietrich
William	D.	and	Ann	K.	Dobbins
Wanda	L.	Dodson
Keith	h.	Dolder
Roger	V.	and	Christine	Donohoo
Ethel	n.	Duff
Arthur	C.	sandra	J.	Echternacht	
John	D.	and	Betty	P.	Eliassen
nathan	F.	and	Mary	B.	Ford	
Linda	C.	Franklin
Fred	C.	and	Evelyn	D.	French
henry	A.	and	Claudia	g.	Fribourg
Betty	D.	Frierson
J.	Lee	and	Connie	Fry	III
Francis	C.	Furman
William	C.	and	sandra	galvin
Ranjan	ganguly
James	n.	and	Mhairi	gehlhar
Jerry	L.	and	Carla	Crabtree	gibbs
David	K.	and	Ann	Rhodes	gorwitz
Alan	h.	goslen
glenn	C.	and	Caroline	R.	graber
Deane	K.	gray
Danny	C.	greear
Arthur	g.	and	Roswitha	T.	haas
Mary	Ann	hagler
William	P.	and	Dot	halliday	Jr.
David	M.	hamm
Ervin	h.	and	geraldine	B.	hardison
Richard	A.	hardin	and	Donna	g.	hicks
Paul	T.	harrill	
Mark	A.	and	Judith	E.	hector
Anita	L.	hemmeter
Rosalyn	L.	hess
o.	W.	hill
Pamela	F.	hindle
Lawrence	L.	and	Betty	J.	hinman
Brenda	B.	hitchcock
Ann	s.	howard
Dorothy	Cain	hunter
Tom	and	Linda	hutton
stuart	garrett
Richard	L.	and	Lee	Meadows	Jantz
Mark	F.	and	Jane	Mauney	Jarrell
Edith	M.	Jesse
Patricia	A.	Jobe
William	L.	Johnson
Marian	A.	Kaminitz
hugh	T.	Keenan
Margaret	Ann	Kranaskas
Mark	n.	and	Lagretta	T.	Lenker	Jr.
Robert	h.	and	Marie	s.	Leonard
Lorayne	W.	Lester
Miriam	L.	Levering
Magdalene	P.	Liles
Elizabeth	h.	Lillie
James	B.	Lloyd
holt	B.	and	Julia	M.	Maddux
Ronald	M.	and	Linda	J.	Magid
John	M.	and	Mary	L.	Maples
Edward	Jay	and	Penny	McFarlan	
Masuoka
John	and	Barbara	Bryant	Mathieson
gerry	McDonald
Ailsie	B.	McEnteggart
Kenneth	D.	McFarland	and	Linda	L.	
Phillips
James	h.	and	nora	h.	Meadows
R.	Matthew	and	Wendy	Meyer
Phillip	L.	and	Patricia	L.	Michelet
Wayne	h.	and	Jeannine	J.	Mitchell
Phillip	William	Moffitt
Mary	A.	Moon
David	and	Kim	Morris
John	Muldowny
Ross	D.	and	nan	netherton
Robert	L.	and	Carrie	h.	nobles
susan	E.	Patterson
Kenneth	L.	and	sarah	W.	Penegar
James	B.	and	Jane	B.	Phillips
Carol	s.	Price
Fennelly	T.	and	Barbara	J.	Quigley
Mr.	harlan	h.	Rainey
Chris	D.	Reed
John	h.	and	Marjorie	L.	Reynolds
Richard	Alan	Riley
Barbara	M.	Roberts
King	W.	and	Judy	P.	Rogers	III
Jan	and	Wanda	M.	Rosinski
ned	h.	and	Marthena	D.	sams
Edward	and	Elizabeth	schilling
Cooper	M.	and	helen	Thornberry	schley
herbert	M.	and	Roberta	L.	scull	Jr.
James	Reed	and	Charlotte	self
A.	Donald	and	Eleanor	M.	sellstrom
Joseph	T.	shaw
James	M.	and	Myra	gage	sherrell
nancy	siler
Livy	I.	simpson
Donald	C.	and	Judith	B.	slagle
nicholas	A.	smith	and	silvia	Catherine	May
W.	Ron	and	Carolyn	h.	smithfield
Janet	E.	spahr
Mary	Ellen	spencer
Friedemann	W.	and	Ruth	C.	stallmann
Brooke	h.	and	Isabel	Bonnyman	stanley
Robert	F.	and	Donna	M.	stephens
Douglas	F.	stickle
Carl	M.	and	nancy	Furian	stiefel
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Tom	Randall	stokes
henry	h.	and	Fran	P.	stoner
Edward	Thomas	and	Judy	sullivan
Deborah	L.	Thomas
Michael	g.	Thomason
Jackson	gaines	and	Jane	Collette	
Thompson
Maxine	Thompson
Bruce	A.	and	Penelope	A.	Tschantz
Ramsey	and	Karen	Valentine
samuel	A.	and	Mary	Ann	Venable	Jr.
W.	Larry	Ventis
Robert	A.	Verble	Jr.
gary	E.	and	Anna	W.	Walker
William	D.	Ward
Mary	K.	Warden
John	E.	and	gail	A.	Way	Jr.
george	E.	Webb	Jr.
James	and	Margaret	E.	Webster
sarah	J.	Weeks
Arthur	C.	and	Maureen	B.	Wiesemann
John	and	Dawn	J.	von	Weisenstein
Jack	E.	and	Carolyn	Williams
hal	E.	Wilson
Patricia	W.	Wilson
E.	C.	Wright	III
Ms.	Madge	F.	Yadon
Richard	W.	and	Frances	Curtis	Young	Jr.
contribUting frienDs
gene	M.	and	Frances	P.	Abel	
Jamie	L.	Adcock	
Billy	T.	and	nancy	F.	Atkins
William	Ralph	and	Christy	s.	Ayers	III
David	J.	and	natalie	Young	Barnes
Tonya	Louise	Barnette
Paul	Cowan	Bates	and	Anne	E.	Bridges
susan	D.	Becker
Robert	D.	and	susan	M.	Benner	
Dale	M.	and	Mary	gail	Bentz
Mary	h.	Brown
Robert	E.	and	Linda	L.	Black
Bill	and	Joyce	F.	Bolinger
Ricky	J.	Bower
Mary	C.	Bowers
harry	T.	Burn
nancy	J.	Butkovich
Patt	Cain
Bobby	A.	and	Zuann	g.	Candler
g.	Paul	and	nicole	h.	Carney	II
Thomas	Milton	Carpenter
hugh	g.	Caudill	and	Mary		
Burrage-Caudill
Joseph	J.	Cernosek
shannon	L.	Cole
Duncan	V.	and	Margaret	L.	Crawford	
samuel	C.	and	Juanita	I.	Crosby
Robert	B.	Cumming
harry	Preston	Davis
Vicki	Jean	Davis
Robert	Loyd	and	susan	s.	Deaver	Jr.
Elroy	and	Perrin	sue	Diatikar	III
David	L.	and	Lana	s.	Dixon	
Rana	Dole
Jeanne	F.	Fair
Kenneth	C.	and	Dianne	Foster
James	L.	Free
Virginia	Elizabeth	gardiner
Michael	L.	and	Meredith	P.	goins
J.	D.	gorski
James	E.	and	Lucy	Bosley	graves
neil	graves	II
Daryl	D.	green
James	s.	greene	III
steven	L.	and	Patricia	J.	grim
Teresa	L.	hamlin
Michael	h.	and	Maria	handelsman
Charles	h.	and	Linda	L.	hargis
Jerry	harrison
Douglas	g.	hayes
Michael	C.	and	Cynthia	higginbotham
Albert	g.	holmes
Julia	g.	holmes
norma	K.	holmes
Joel	Richard	horton
Bonnie	L.	hufford
Laurel	J.	humphreys
Charles	B.	Jones	Jr.
Robert	Christopher	Jones	sr.
Eric	and	Karen	Fults	Kaler
John	s.	Kaley
Arthur	R.	Kasey	III
Michelle	L.	Kaufman
Kristie	A.	Kemper
Elizabeth	Page	Kent
Robert	Elliott	and	Patricia	Ann	Winters	
Kerr
Robert	C.	Knies
Charles	M.	and	Martha	h.	Kreszock
Joan	Marie	LaBarr
William	J.	and	gayle	Lauer
Irving	W.	Levinson
Charles	s.	and	Elizabeth	J.	Lewis
Mark	E.	and	Peggy	A.	Littmann
Joe	Brooks	Love
Virginia	Venable	Lowe
Tiny	M.	Mann
John	T.	and	Kristine	M.	McClanahan
suzanne	McLemore
Zane	R.	Mcnutt
Edward	Joseph	and	Elinor	R.	McQuail	III
Bettie	Jo	Moore
John	C.	and	Evelyn	J.	Moyers	sr.
Laureen	M.	Moyer
Jane	R.	Murray
Janet	A.	Murray
orlan	stephen	nelson
David	Michael	Panter	and	natalie	
Johanna	Pinzon
Patricia	F.	Pennington
Katie	J.	Peterson
Betty	J.	Pierce
o. P.	Pitts	Jr.
scott	L.	and	Lynn	Marie	Place
Dean	R.	Putnam
sandra	A.	Putnam
Igor	Quinones-garcia
Roger	K.	and	Deborah	Freeman	Richards
William	stuart	and	Katherine	B.	Riggsby
Leonard	g.	and	sharon	I.	Ritt
Eleanor	R.	Robins
Toby	and	Judith	Rogers
L.	Evans	and	nancy	E.	Roth
Lanny	R.	saylor
Brian	M.	Leighton	and	Tracy	L.	scheibe
Joachim	h.	and	susan	A.	schneibel
Bruce	R.	schulman
John	K.	and	Carolyn	s.	sealy
Betty	L.	shelton
Jan	F.	and	Mary	Ann	simek
Laura	C.	simic
sara	harrison	sohmer
Anthony	M.	soza
Edgar	D.	and	Carolyn	K.	spann
Brian	P.	and	Michele	Ricard	spalding
Ralph	h.	and	Cindy	E.	stelzman
Art	stewart
David	W.	stiefel
Elizabeth	A.	stiefel
Joseph	Furian	stiefel
Carol	stansifer	stout
nurhan	Elias	Takvoryan	and	sandra	P.	
Thomas
gordon	Kathryn	Trawick
Robert	h.	Tuck
William	B.	and	Kay	Montgomery	Tyler
Thomas	W.	and	Patricia	T.	Wade	Jr.
gladyce	o.	Walker
Melissa	Lee	Walker
Vance	A.	and	Madge	B.	Walker
Alan	h.	Wallace	and	Leah	R.	Cox
Esther	Webster
Eugene	L.	and	Mildred	P.	Weeks
Robert	A.	and	Laila	V.	Werner
steve	and	Ruth	h.	West
John	D.	Williams	and	Donna	halasz
John	R.	and	sara	L.	Williams
David	C.	Wilson	and	Ann	R.	Viera
Ward	and	Mary	Elizabeth	Wilson	Jr.
newell	and	Mary	Witherspoon
harlan	and	L.	Bernice	Wormsley
Deborah	C.	Youngman
Douglas	h.	Young
The	University	of	Tennessee	does	not	discriminate	
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origin,	age,	disability,	or	veteran	status	in	provision	
of	educational	programs	and	services	or	employment	
opportunities	and	benefits.	This	policy	extends	to	
both	employment	by	and	admission	to	the	university.	
The	university	does	not	discriminate	on	the	basis	
of	race,	sex,	or	disability	in	its	education	programs	
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VI	of	the	Civil	Rights	Act	of	9,	Title	IX	of	the	
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is a place of discovery, knowledge, understanding, 
and collaboration. It is a sanctuary of learning. It 
is the place students and scholars go to get things 
done.
A professor’s next great book or a student’s next 
groundbreaking idea could occur in a room that 
bears your name, or the name of a loved one. Named gifts allow 
donors to connect with important events at the University of 
Tennessee Libraries and in the lives of students and faculty. 
Ensuring the physical integrity of older library spaces, 
constructing and outfitting new spaces, supporting professional 
positions, establishing collection endowments that sustain 
learning and research—these are just a few of the ways in which 
your gift can make an important difference to the daily life of the 
university community.
Above: The 
John C. Hodges 
Library. On the 
back cover: The 
Carnegie Library.
naming	opportunities	are	
available	at	many	levels	of	
giving.	If	you	are	interested	
in	pursuing	a	naming	
opportunity,	please	contact	
Blue	Dean,	development	
director	for	the	University	
of	Tennessee	Libraries,	
at	85-9-00	or 
bluedean@utk.edu.
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